Abstract. Interactive computer based geometry editing is very useful for designers and artists. Our goal has been to develop useful tools for geometry editing in a way that increases the ability for creative design.
Introduction
In interactive editing of curves and surfaces, especially of type B-splines, Bézier or Expo-Rational B-splines, we select and then move control points or we move, rotate, scale local curves/surfaces directly on the computer screen. We want the graphics to be updated continuously in a smooth way, for example 30 times a second. Therefore, we try to significantly reduce the number of operations when updating the graphics. There are two ways we can achieve this, using pre-evaluation, and using optimal organization in the recalculations.
B-splines
B-splines on arbitrary spaced knots was introduced by Curry and Schoenberg in an abstract in 1947, see [1] . The article was actually published nearly 20 years later, in 1966, see [2] . B-splines became more accessible to practical use when Cox-de'Boor recursion formula was introduced in 1972, see [3] . B-splines (the basis functions) is notated in two ways: b d,i (t) = b(t; t i , ..., t i+d+1 ), where d is the polynomial degree. The recursive formula is:
where the termination of the recursion is b 0,i (t) = b(t; t i , t i+1 ) = 1, t i ≤ t < t i+1 , 0, otherwise, and the mapping of the domain of each basis function onto [0, 1],
FIGURE 1. A B-spline curve and the control polygon, where each piece of the curve is marked. The pentagons are the control points, the red circles marks the knot values. The degree is 3, and together with the 10 control points it requires that the knot vector has 14 elements. The curve is C 2 -smooth.
A B-spline curve is determined by a degree d, a knot vector and control points, where the interval between two consecutive knots defines the domain of a single polynomial curve of degree d. Over a single knot value is the function C d−1 -continuous (smooth). The B-spline spline curve expression is,
In Figure 1 is a spline curve illustrated. The control polygon and each piece of the spline curve are marked. In the example is the knot vector t = {0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 7, 7, 7}. As we can see, the curve consist of 7 parts. Each part is a 3 th degree polynomial curve. Since the domain of a basis function is restricted to maximum d + 1 knot intervals will the consequences of moving one control point only be a local change of the total curve. For example will only the first piece be affected if we move C 0 . If we move C 4 then piece number 2,3,4 and 5 will change. The general rule is that moving point C i affect the curve c(t), t ∈ [t i , t i+d+1 ].
Factorization of B-splines
To study B-splines, it is convenient to factorize the basis functions that are not zero over one knot interval. We know that the number of basis functions that is not zero on one knot interval is d + 1. Because of this we can simplify the expression (3) to the following,
Further, it follows that between the knots t i and t i+1 can a polynomial B-spline curve be factorized as described in article [4] . In the following example, the factorizing of (4) is implemented on a 3 th degree B-spline curve,
where i is determined by t i ≤ t < t i+1 , and where w d,i (t) is defined in expression (2) . A more complete matrix notation is described further in [4] .
The B-spline-Hermite matrix
For a 3 th degree B-spline curve, described in (5), vi get the following expression for the curve and for the 1 st , the 2 nd and the 3 th order derivatives,
where T 1 (t), T 2 (t) and T 3 (t) are the factor matrices described from left hand side in (5), T is the derivative of a factor matrix (that is a matrix of constants in the polynomial case) and c is the vector of control points described on right hand side in (5). On matrix form (6) gives,
where the B-spline-Hermite matrix is
This matrix, (7), is for degree 3. A general expression for the B-spline-Hermite matrix (or Bernstein-Hermite matrix in Bézier case) is:
(8) An algorithm for computing the B-spline-Hermite matrix follows. In Bézier/Bernstein case we replace w d,i (t) with t.
// The general Cox/deBoor like algorithm for for ( int r=d-2, s=i-d+1; r ≥ 0; r − −) // -B-spline/Bernstein, computing the triangle
// Multiply all rows except the upper one
// -with the derivative matrices in the
// -expression (6), and the degree,
// -so every row extends the number The domain of a B-spline function -is determined by the first and the last value of an increasing knot vector. Given a B-spline curve c(t) =
i=0 is the control polygon, that is n control points typically in R 2 or R 3 , ♦ and {t i } n+d i=0 is the knot vector, a sequence of n + d + 1 increasing (or equal) real values. The basis functions b d,i (t) is determined by the knot vector. For B-spline, the partition of unity is important, which means that the basis functions always sums up to 1. Thus, it follows that we must have d + 1 basis functions that is different from zero between knots. Therefore, the actual domain of a B-spline curve is restricted to [t d , t n ].
Where to sample -on a curve or surface is a question we have to address. This because, to plot a curve or a surface we need to tessellate.
-
We first decide the number of samples, m.
We then need a vector with m parameter values, denoted S that shows where to sample.
A uniform distribution is an example of a vector of parameter values for sampling:
is the polynomial degree, n is the number of control points, t i is a knot.
Pre-evaluation data and algorithms -for computing them is the next step. Pre-evaluation data includes:
, two indices, where
and t i is a knot and i = 0, n−1 must be handled. (8), and where parameter i follows from I i,s ≤ j ≤ I i+1,s . Algorithms to create an index vector I follows om left hand side below, and to create the vector of B-spline Hermite matrices M to the right.
for ( int i = 0, s = 0, e = 0; i < n; i++ ) while (S s < t i ) s++; I i,s = s; while (S e+1 ≤ t i+k && e < m − 1) e++;
for ( int j = 0, i = d; j < m; j + + )
The initial sampling -is straight forward. We denote the sampling vector for P. The sampling vector P has m elements and each element is a vector of 3D-vectors. The first 3D-vector is the position, the next is the first derivative, then the second derivative, ... until the derivative with the desired order. The formula for the computation is quite simple,
where P j is element number j in P, M j is a B-spline Hermite matrix from the pre-evaluation data and c is a selection of control points, where the selection is decided in the index vector I from the pre-evaluation data.
An algorithm for an initial computing of a sampling vector P is, -I and M are the pre-evaluation data described above, -g the number of subsequent derivatives to compute, -and d is the polynomial degree.
for ( int j = 0, i = d; j < m; j + + ) while (I i+1,s == j && i < n − 1) i++; for ( int r = 0; r ≤ g; r + + ) P j,r = M j,r,0 * c i−d ; for ( int s = 1; s ≤ d; s + + ) P j,r + = M j,r,s * c i−d+s ;
is comparable with curves. We only have to double the data sets. Thus we need -two vectors of parameter values, S u and S v , to show where to sample in the two parameter directions, -two vectors of indices, I u and I v , of size n u and n u to indicate the domain of the basis functions, -two vectors of matrices, M u and M v with elements M(d, i, t), one for each parameter direction.
The sampling P is here a matrix. This sampling matrix has m u × m v elements, where each element is a matrix of 3D-vectors. The 3D-vector with index (0,0) is the position, the partial derivatives is organized in the following way
The formula is just an extension of the formula for curves, the formula is,
where P i, j is an element in P with indices (i, j), M u i and M v j are B-spline Hermite matrices from the pre-evaluation data, and c is a sub matrix, a selection of control points, where the selection is described in the index vectors I u and I v from the pre-evaluation data. The algorithm is the same as for curves except for that we have go through the algorithm two times, and we need to store the result of the first time in a temporary matrix of 3D-vectors.
Interactive editing and smooth re-plotting of B-splines
In interactive editing, we select and move control points directly on the computer screen. We want the graphics to be continuously updated in a smooth way, al least 30 times a second. Therefore, we want to significantly reduce the number of operations when updating the graphics.
If we have pre-evaluated and are doing interactive editing by moving control points, we have the following algorithm to update the sampling vector P in the curve case:
Control point c i is moved, then an algorithm for updating is, -I and M are the pre-evaluation data described in the previous section, -g is the number of subsequent derivatives to compute, -c i is the translation of the control point c i .
for ( int r = 0; r ≤ g; r + + )
We can observe that the computation cost is reduced dramatically. If we compare the computation cost when using pre-evaluation and optimal computational structure with an ordinary replot, that is an initial computing a curve or surface, we see the following:
• The structure reduce the computation to 1 n * (original computation), where n is the number of control points • The pre-evaluation reduce the computation to approximately 2. We have two plots that both describe the efficiency of pre-evaluation and optimal organization. To the left is a plot for only recalculating the position, to the right is also first derivatives included. For both plots is the right axis (towards us) for the polynomial degree d, the left axis is for the number of control points, n. The hight is the percentage to a complete recalculation.
We usually only need the position to plot a curve. If so, we get the following expression for the percentage resource usage by re-plotting, in conjunction with the initial plotting.
For a surface we usually want shading. This means that we need normals and thus the first-order partial derivatives. We then get the following expression for the percentage resource use, 6dm
In Figure 2 is two plots showing the percentage resource usage when we use pre-evaluation and optimal organization before re-plotting. The number of operations depends on the polynomial degree and the number of control points. On left hand side is only the function value calculated, but on right hand side is also the first derivatives calculated. For shading of surfaces we need normals, and thus the two first order partial derivatives. An example is that if we move one control point then the cost of recomputing a curve of polynomial degree 3 with 10 control points is reduced to approximately 4% of the original computation. Another example is a surface of degree 3 and with 10 × 10 control points. If we move one point the cost is less than 0.5% of the original computation.
ERBS
ERBS -Expo-Rational B-splines were first mentioned in [5] and [6] , and then among others in [7] . In [8] , Generalized Expo-Rational B-splines are described using B-functions. The formula for a simple version of an Expo-Rational Bfunction is,
In expression (5), a factorisation of a B-spline curve is described. In this expression we find w d,i (t) for i = 1, 2, 3. If we now replace w d,i (t) with B • w d,i (t) we get an Expo-Rational B-spline curve.
Because of the infinite smoothness of the Expo-Rational B-function, it has been possible to use 2 nd order B-spline curves and surfaces in a blending-spline construction. Here we replace control points with local curves or surfaces. The basis functions now have a minimal support, over two knot intervals, and we can not only translate control points, but also rotate and scale them, because they now are local curves or surfaces. The formula for an ERBS-curve of blending type is,
or factorized as in expression (5 ),
The B-function in (10) does not only need to be of Expo-Rational type, there are several other types, Beta-functions, rational function, trigonometric functions, and there are also several other types of Expo-Rational B-functions, all described in [9] and [8] .
In Figure 3 ,an ERBS curve of blending type is plotted. We can see that the curve can be divided in three parts. Each part is the result of blending parts of two green curves. The knot vector of the curve is t = {0, 0, 1, 2, 3, 3, which then has three knot intervals.
ERBS and pre-evaluation
The basis function for ERBS is B • w 1,i (t), where B is defined in (9) . For pre-evaluation we define the vector,
. . .
An Expo-Rational B-spline curve or surface is actually a B-spline curve or surface of order 2, analogous to polynomial degree 1. It has a knot vector, and a vector of local curves instead of control points as polynomial B-splines have. Thus, the domain of a blending spline curve is restricted to [t 1 , t n ]. For pre-evaluation we have to -decide the number of samples, m.
-
We make a vector with m parameter values, denoted S, that shows where to sample. We now need -a vector I = {s, e} n−1 i=0 , two indices, where
and t i is a knot and i = 0, n − 1 must be handled,
, where B g (t) is defined in (11), and the number of derivatives g must be chosen.
The algorithms are basically the same as for B-splines, but there are some differences.
Pre-evaluation must be done both in the central ERBS function and in the local curves/surfaces. -There must be a map between the indices of pre-evaluation data for the central ERBS and the indices of preevaluation data for the local curves/surfaces.
In interactive editing of blending splines, we first select a local curve/surface, then move, rotate or scale them directly on the computer screen. Also now we want the graphics to be continuously updated in a smooth way, for example 30 times a second. Therefore, it is even more important than in the B-spline case to reduce the number of operations when updating the graphics. A translation, rotation, scaling is an affine operation, and an affine operation is represented by a homogenous transformation matrix. The sampling data, position and derivatives from a local curve/surface must be multiplied by this matrix. We have initially made a sampling vector/matrix P for the ERBS curve/surface and respective sampling vectors/matrices in all local curve/surfaces.
If a transformation is detected on for example a local curve c i (t). Then the Matrix M = M 1 − M 0 , the difference between the previous homogenous matrix and the new homogenous matrix, both representing the position and orientation of the local curve, must be multiplied with the pre-evaluated sampling data from the local curve c i (t). An algorithm for updating the samplings vector P is, I and B are the pre-evaluation data described in the previous section, g is the number of subsequent derivatives to compute, c i is the pre-evaluated date from the local curve multiplied with the difference matrix.
for ( int j = I i,s ; j < I i+1,s ; j + + ) P j,0 += (1 − B j,0 ) * c i,0 ; for ( int r = 1; r ≤ g; r + + ) P j,r −= B j,r * c i,r ; for ( int j = I i+1,s ; j ≤ I i,e ; j + + ) P j,0 += B j,0 * c i,0 ; for ( int r = 1; r ≤ g; r + + ) P j,r += B j,r * c i,r ;
We can observe that the computation cost is significant reduced, and about the same as for polynomial B-splines, which means that interactive editing with smooth changes is possible even with geometry with large data sets
